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Photonic crystals of core-shell colloidal particles
Krassimir P. Velikov,a) Alexander Moroz, and Alfons van Blaaderenb)
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~Received 25 June 2001; accepted for publication 29 October 2001!

We report on the fabrication and optical transmission studies of thin three-dimensional photonic
crystals of high-dielectric ZnS-core and low-dielectric SiO2-shell colloidal particles. These samples
were fabricated using a vertical controlled drying method. The spectral position and width of a
stopgap depend on the core-to-shell ratio, in a manner consistent with numerical calculations. Both
experiments and calculations show that the relativeL-stopgap width in the case of high-index core
low-index shell particles can be larger in comparison to the case of homogeneous particles of either
material. The core-shell morphology gives additional control over the photonic stopgap
characteristics. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1431698#
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Photonic crystals are materials with a periodically mod
lated dielectric constant.1,2 In analogy to electrons in a sem
conductor, electromagnetic wave propagation in a photo
crystal can be inhibited for a certain frequency range res
ing in the formation of a photonic band gap. A promisin
way for fabrication of photonic crystals at optical wav
lengths is the use of colloidal particles.3 Colloids can self-
organize into a three-dimensional~3D! face-centered-cubic
~fcc! crystal with a long-range periodicity. Although fc
structures of dielectric spheres only possess stopgaps,4,5 the
~local! density of states can still be manipulate
significantly.6 Even for a quite modest index contrast,
interesting photonic switch can be realized with fcc crysta7

Photonic properties of colloidal crystals can be further i
proved by using a core-shell particle morphology. The la
can be used to enhance nonlinearities8 and to engineer pho
tonic band gap properties.3 Indeed, the full vector calcula
tions on a fcc crystal of core-shell particles have shown t
the relativeL-stopgap width (gw) can be increased by mor
than 50% compared to the case of homogeneous particl5

Zinc sulfide~ZnS!, due to its high bulk refractive index
~b-ZnSn58952.36! and lack of absorption in the visible an
near IR region,9 is a convenient material for photonic app
cations. Spherical ZnS particles can be made with a w
range of sizes ~100–1500 nm in radius! and high
monodispersity.10,11 Recently, we have shown that a silic
layer can be deposited on the ZnS spheres, or vice vers
order to change the filling fraction of the high-index mater
and tune the optical properties of the particles.11 Moreover,
ZnS can be doped, e.g., with manganese,12 to induce lumi-
nescence, or, a fluorescent dye can be incorporated into
silica layer at a well-defined radial position.13 In addition,
pure silica or pure ZnS particles, or shells of these mater
can be used for dielectric doping of photonic crystals in
der to create localized modes inside the band gap.14
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In this letter, we demonstrate the fabrication of photon
crystals through a controlled drying15,16 of a suspension of
particles with a high-dielectric ZnS core and a low-dielect
SiO2 shell. We study optical transmission at normal inc
dence on thin photonic crystals. In accordance with previ
calculations,5 we demonstrate that photonic crystals of hig
index core and low-index shell particles posses a larger r
tive L-stopgap width in comparison to crystals of low-inde
core and high-index shell17 or homogeneous particles.

Photonic crystals were fabricated of monodisperse c
loidal ~core-shell! particles. Three different types of colloida
particles were used. Pure silica particles of radius 123
~with a relative width of the size distribution,d55%! were
synthesized following the Sto¨ber–Fink–Bohn method.18 Ho-
mogeneous ZnS–SiO2 composite particles of radius 125 nm
(d56%) were obtained after the condensation of silica
side the pores of the ZnS spheres. In this case, microp
are filled up with silica, which results in an increase of t
effective refractive index of the particle. ZnS-core-SiO2-shell
particles of total radius 128 nm (d55%) with a ZnS–SiO2
composite core radius of 84 nm (d56%) were obtained af-
ter the coating of ZnS cores with silica. The synthesis a
optical characterization of the core-shell particles from Z
and SiO2 are described elsewhere.11 The size and polydisper
sity were determined by transmission electron microsco
~TEM!. The wavelength dependent effective refractive ind
of the ZnS was determined from extinction measurement
a dilute suspension in ethanol.11 Thin colloidal crystals were
grown onto glass substrates using a vertical controlled dry
method.15,16 This method allows the growth of large~cm!
arrays of colloidal crystals with precise control over the cry
tal thickness. Depending on the particle polydispersity, la
~mm! single crystalline domains can be obtained. Scann
electron microscopy~SEM! was used to determine the num
ber of layers in the crystal. The optical transmission spec
measured with a Cary 500 UV-near-IR spectrometer, w
taken along the@111# crystallographic axis, normal to th
direction of the glass plate. The light beam spot was abo
mm2, which is comparable to the area of a single crystall
domain.
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Figure 1 shows SEM micrographs of thin planar cryst
of close-packed monodisperse ZnS-core-SiO2-shell colloidal
particles. Cracks, typically observed every 5–10mm, are
formed after the drying and shrinking of the particles. Mo
cracks form under the influence of the vacuum and elec
beam in the SEM, therefore, there are less cracks prese
the films used for extinction measurements. However,
crystalline order extends over a much longer distance.
inset shows a TEM image of a single particle, where the Z
core and SiO2 shell can be directly seen. Figure 2 show
optical transmission spectra of thin photonic crystals of Zn
core-SiO2-shell particles. The spectra exhibit a minimum
the optical transmission, where the light satisfies the Br
condition and is diffracted away from the propagation dire
tion. The small shift~;7 nm! of the stop band gap positio
to longer wavelengths is a finite-size effect. The thickn
dependence of the stopgap position disappears if the sa
is thicker than;8–10 layers.19 For the given dielectric con
trast, this is also expected from one-dimensio
calculations.20 The fast decrease of the optical transmissi
near, but before the absorption edge of ZnS,9 is due to the
strong incoherent scattering from the crystal defects. Th
retical spectra were calculated using the layer Korring
Kohn–Rostoker method.21 In order to compare with the nu
merical calculations, the background scattering w
subtracted.19 The peak position, the width, and the interfe
ence ripples agree well with theory@Fig. 2~b!#. However, the
height of the maximum does not. This is because of
unavoidable presence of crystal defects. An exact matc
the experimental spectra is difficult to obtain, because

FIG. 1. SEM of a planar photonic crystal of close-packed core-shell co
dal particles.~a! Top view of the crystal showing a@111#-crystal plane. The
scale bar is 5mm. The inset shows a TEM of a single ZnS-core-SiO2-shell
particle. The total particle radius is 128 nm with a 44 nm silica shell.~b!
Side view of the crystal. The scale bar is 2mm.
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crystal thickness is very likely not constant over the me
sured region.

In order to demonstrate the importance of the parti
morphology, we performed calculations for infinite crysta
Figure 3 shows the calculated relativeL-stopgap width,gw ,
of ZnS-core-SiO2-shell and SiO2-core-ZnS-shell particles a
a function of the core-to-total-radius ratio (g5Rc /R). The
calculations were performed using a wavelength depend
effective refractive index.11 In both cases, the filling fraction
of bulk ZnS~in a silica matrix,n51.45! in the particle core
or shell was 0.62. The high-index core low-index-shell p
ticles display a maximum in thegw at g;0.70, which is
about 20% larger than that of a photonic crystal of homo
neous particles with the higher refractive index. Remarka
calculations show that a crystal of high-index core lo
index-shell particles in air forg;0.70 also has a largergw

compared to the case of an air-sphere crystal~i.e., high index

i-

FIG. 2. Optical transmission spectra~a! measured on photonic crystals o
ZnS-core-SiO2-shell colloidal particles grown on glass substrates. The
perimental spectra were taken along the@111# crystallographic axis.~b! Cal-
culated~dotted line! and experimentally determined~solid line! optical den-
sity spectra of an eight-layer thick crystal on a glass substrate (nsub

51.40). The theoretical spectrum was calculated using the parameters
lar to those determined from light scattering and TEM~Rc593.4 nm, R
5130 nm,wZnS562%, andn58951.92!.

FIG. 3. Calculated relativeL-stopgap width as a function of the core-to
total-radius ratio for an infinite crystal of high-index core low-index sh
particles~squares! and, for comparison, the reverse structure with the sa
parameters~circles!. The high-index core~shell! consists of 62% bulk ZnS
embedded in a silica matrix. The low-index shell~core! consists of pure
silica. The wavelength dependent effective dielectric constant of the h
index core~shell! was calculated using the Maxwell–Garnett formula~see
Ref. 11!. The line is to guide the eye.
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material surrounding spheres of air!. In contrast, the revers
system displays a minimum atg;0.76 and a gap width tha
is lower than that of homogeneous particles. These calc
tions demonstrate the effect of the morphology and opti
zation of the filling fraction of the high dielectric materia
using core-shell particles, on the optical properties of pho
nic crystals. For theL-stopgap the high-index core low-inde
shell morphology is clearly better than the low-index-co
high-index shell17 for photonic applications. Figure 4 com
pares measured optical transmission spectra of thin phot
crystals from silica, ZnS-core-SiO2-shell, and homogeneou
ZnS–SiO2 composite particles of similar radii. Despite bein
of almost the same total radius, theL stopgap moves toward
longer wavelengths because of the increased effective re
tive index of the single particle. Figure 5 presents the exp
mental and calculated relativeL-stopgap width,gw , mea-
sured at half maximum as a function of the core-to-tot
radius ratio. The values determined from the experime
spectra~Fig. 4! are in good agreement with those from t
theoretical spectra for an eight-layer thick crystal. Howev
the gw obtained from the experiment is slightly broaden
due to the presence of a moderate disorder in the cry
This effect has been observed earlier.22 Assuming equal con-
tributions of the crystal defects in the three cases, base
the similar particle polydispersity, a clear maximum can
distinguished in the case of the crystal of core-shell partic
One should notice that thegw for thin crystals is still strongly
dependent on the number of crystal layers. For instance,
culations for seven layers showed a;1% increase ofgw .

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the fabrication
photonic crystals of high-index ZnS core and low-index Si2

shell colloidal particles. Due to the optimal filling fraction o
the high-dielectric material, photonic crystals from core-sh
particles possess a larger relativeL-stopgap width than crys
tals from homogeneous particles. By applying a lo
dielectric coating, we demonstrated the ability to control
filling fraction of the high-dielectric material and optica
properties of the photonic crystal. The combination of Z
and SiO2 opens new possibilities to study dielectrically a
fluorescently doped photonic crystals.

FIG. 4. Optical density spectra measured on photonic crystals of hom
neous ZnS– SiO2 composite ~dotted line!, ZnS-core-SiO2-shell ~dashed
line!, and pure silica~solid line! particles. The average crystal thickness
eight layers. The position of theL stopgap shifts towards longer wavelengt
as the effective refractive index of the single particle increases.
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e-FIG. 5. RelativeL-stopgap width at half maximum determined from th
experimental~circles! and theoretical~open squares! spectra as a function of
the core-to-total-radius ratio for eight-layers thick crystals. The experime
data are obtained from crystals of pure silica, ZnS-core-SiO2-shell, and
ZnS– SiO2 composite particles of similar radii~Fig. 4!. Theoretical spectra
were calculated with the same particle parameters as in Fig. 1~b!. There is an
optimal ratio (g;0.65) at which the stopgap has a maximal value. The l
is to guide the eye.


